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Abstract. The use of standardized tools for continuous quality improvement of laboratory services is crucial to identify service gaps, plan targeted interventions, and prove successes. Laboratory quality improvement tools (LQITs) were developed and applied for 18 months at five health centers and one faith-based hospital laboratories in Southwest Showa Zone in Ethiopia to assess and monitor the quality of malaria and acid-fast bacilli (AFB) microscopy total testing processes. For the six laboratories, baseline malaria microscopy scores were 55%, 42%, 52%, 55%, 54%, and 61%. Similarly, baseline AFB microscopy scores were 49%, 41%, 46%, 58%, 44%, and 70%. On the sixth quarter for the first four laboratories and the fourth quarter for the last two laboratories, malaria microscopy scores were 89%, 88%, 88%, 90%, 88%, and 89%, whereas AFB microscopy scores were 90%, 88%, 89%, 95%, 88%, and 90%. All laboratories scored above 85% for both services at the end of interventions.

BACKGROUND

Many health programs in sub-Saharan African countries are often implemented using a vertical strategy to address disease-specific issues. On one hand, this silo approach has the benefit of reaching lower health facilities, where the majority of the population accesses the health system, and hence, a specific disease can be significantly controlled. On the other hand, by only tackling a single infection, a great opportunity for strengthening the laboratory as a whole is missed. The unprecedented investments in programs to fight human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS) in many resource-limited settings have resulted in major developments in the diagnostic capacity of medical laboratories to support HIV care and treatment initiatives in many countries. Taking advantage of the improvements of diagnostic services related to HIV/AIDS, the Federal Ministry of Health (FMOH) in Ethiopia gave the mandate to the Ethiopian Health and Nutrition Research Institute (EHNRI) to enhance the quality of all services provided by medical laboratories, not only a specific program or disease. This approach is directed to the implementation of a Master Plan for the Public Health Laboratory System in Ethiopia for the period 2009–2013 by the EHNRI/FMOH and its national and international partner organizations.

At present, in Ethiopia, FMOH/EHNRI supports 39 medical laboratories from government hospitals, national and regional public health laboratories, and non-governmental faith-based hospital to accreditation through assessments, trainings, supportive supervision, and mentoring. This effort is the first large-scale effort for accrediting medical laboratories in Ethiopia, and it is one of the numerous initiatives to support the accreditation of secondary and tertiary medical laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa according to the five-star accreditation scheme of the World Health Organization, African Office (WHO-AFRO).2

Medical laboratories at secondary and tertiary levels of the health system play an important role for advancing diagnostic capacity, but they are also crucial for strengthening public health and surveillance systems.3 Additionally, they are founding the framework of centralized quality systems at the national level,4 with the overall goal of ensuring quality of testing at all laboratories levels. Thus, many countries in sub-Saharan Africa have allocated resources to expand national external quality assurance (EQA) schemes, mainly through panel testing for different analytes. However, very little effort is devoted to improving the quality of medical laboratory services at the lower level of the health system. Medical laboratories at the primary level play a key role in the decentralization of primary care,5–11 but they are also crucial in public health surveillance and action activities, such as malaria interventions and infectious diseases outbreaks.12–14 Improving the quality of laboratory operations at primary health facilities is, therefore, essential for strengthening the entire health system. A common area lacking quality at primary medical laboratories is microscopy, specifically for AFB and malaria diagnosis. This lack of quality is mainly because of the lack of continuous professional training and quality assurance programs.15–21 The situation can temporarily improve with refresher courses,22 donation of new equipment,23 and detailed assessment of sputum smear microscopy and malaria diagnostic capacity at the site level,24,25 but there is still a lack of systematic approach to integrating continuous quality improvement (CQI) activities at peripheral medical laboratories26 similar to those laboratories targeted by WHO-AFRO accreditation processes for upper-level laboratories. Improving the overall quality of microscopy-based services gives primary health facilities additional opportunities to function as research units for medical research in country29 and facilitate the introduction of new diagnostic tests,30 with the outcome of boosting the motivation of laboratory staff and thus, improving their retention.

The Institute of Human Virology of the University of Maryland School of Medicine (IHV-UMSOM) is among the US President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) University partners in Ethiopia providing HIV care and treatment services to primary- and secondary-level laboratories. In 2009, IHV-UMSOM, the technical lead of the AIDSRelief
Consortium, began supporting six health facilities in the Southwest Showa Zone of Oromia Region. Among the supported sites, five health centers (HCs) and one faith-based hospital, only the medical laboratory at the faith-based hospital had CD4+ T lymphocytes, clinical chemistry, and hematology testing capacity.31,32

In this paper, we present the results the IHV-UMSOM obtained by using the CQI approach to malaria and AFB microscopy services at six health facilities in Ethiopia.

METHODS

Laboratory quality improvement tools (LQITs) were developed to assess and monitor the quality of both malaria and AFB microscopy total testing processes. Each tool comprised 100 close-ended questions divided into 12 sections covering general and specific aspects consisting of human resources, safety, equipment, maintenance, standard operating procedures (SOPs), documentation, inventory management, sample preparation and processing, slides reading, results reporting, and quality controls. The total score was a sum of the single scores of the 12 sections, and their effectiveness was based on both questions and direct observations. The LQITs were used at five HCs and one faith-based hospital laboratories in Southwest Showa Zone of Oromia Region in Ethiopia for 18 months as part of the technical support provided by the IHV-UMSOM HIV care and treatment programs. The six health facilities are situated at 125.4, 104, 128, 116, 136, and 77 km away from Addis Ababa, the capital city of Ethiopia. The Zone is among places in Ethiopia that are highly affected by malaria epidemic. One-year data collected from December of 2009 to November of 2010 on malaria microscopy performed in five of six health facility laboratories showed that, of 6,016 malaria morbidity-confirmed positive samples, 4,680 (78%) were infected by \textit{P. vivax}, whereas the rest (1,336; 22%) were infected by \textit{P. falciparum}.

Data were collected at baseline and on quarterly basis for all six sites and analyzed and shared with laboratories for planning interventions. Monthly follow-up, onsite and offsite trainings, on-the-job mentoring, and documentation and quality assurance supports were provided to fill in tracked gaps and sustain successes. The performance of the laboratories was graded as unsatisfactory if total score was below 65%, satisfactory if between 65% and 74%, good if between 75% and 84%, and excellent if above 85%. The total scores using both LQITs for malaria and AFB microscopy were named MalScore and AFBScore, respectively.

Four health facilities’ laboratories received six quarterly visits from December of 2009 to May of 2011, whereas two more health facilities’ laboratories added later received four quarterly visits from June of 2010 to May of 2011.

At the baseline visit, the CQI approach and the purpose of the intervention were presented to all laboratory staff. As a second step, a baseline assessment of the laboratories was carried out using the LQITs. The gaps identified with the LQITs allow for prioritizing the topics to be covered during onsite visits and refresher trainings.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Baseline scores on malaria microscopy were 55%, 42%, 52%, 55%, 54%, and 61%. Similarly, baseline AFB microscopy scores were 49%, 41%, 46%, 58%, 44%, and 70%. Thus, the baseline MalScore was unsatisfactory (below 65%) for all six laboratories, whereas AFBScore was unsatisfactory for five and satisfactory (between 65% and 74%) for one HC laboratory. The baseline MalScore was almost similar to all laboratories assessed, unlike another study that assessed laboratory malaria diagnostic capacity within the same region and reported marked variability in laboratory diagnostic capacity among facilities assessed.25 The contrast between the two studies may be because of either the difference in number of health facilities included in the study or discrepancies in the level of health facilities considered.

The effort in analyzing the baseline data and sharing to health facility heads and laboratory staffs helped in tracking gaps and planning interventions. The monthly follow-up, onsite and offsite trainings, on-the-job mentoring, and documentation and quality assurance supports provided helped in improving laboratory services at the health facilities.

![Figure 1. Quarterly malaria and AFB scores for all six laboratories.](image-url)
particular, the efforts invested to increase the numbers of appropriately trained laboratory staff—essential for efficient delivery of high-quality medical laboratory services—by using the onsite mentoring/coaching approach recommended by EHNRI for in-service training of laboratory professionals contributed to significant improvement. This approach allowed for sustaining new practices, strengthening routine job activities, and ensuring that appropriate technical skills were applied over time. A total of 20 laboratory professionals received on-the-job mentoring to address the gaps identified by using the LQIT.

At the end of quarter six, malaria microscopy scores were 89%, 88%, 88%, 90%, 88%, and 89%, respectively, whereas AFB microscopy scores were 90%, 88%, 89%, 95%, 88%, and 90%, respectively. Thus, at the end of quarter 6, all six medical laboratories scored above 85% (excellent) for both AFB and malaria microscopy. Moreover, six of six (100%) laboratories sustained without decreasing their score over time. Quarterly scores of the six laboratories both for malaria and AFB microscopy are reported in Figure 1.

Figure 2 reports the comparison of cumulative scores for all six facilities per quarter for each section of the LQITs.

Section I, related to human resources, showed constant increase over time, with the two major interventions being the identification of malaria and AFB microscopy focal persons and the provision of refresher training on both malaria and AFB microscopy. The rationale behind these interventions was based on staff being given a sense of responsibility and ownership that would increase their motivation. Although refresher training was provided to all laboratory workers, each focal person was the specific target of interventions related to each disease by making him/her fully accountable for the quality in that specific testing area. All HCs had two laboratory workers to share responsibilities, which facilitated with minimizing interpersonal issues within the same laboratory.

In terms of safety (section II), although MalScore was 100% at baseline assessment, AFBScore improved from satisfactory (67%) to good (82%). The major output was to establish a tuberculosis (TB) infectious waste disposal protocol that is understood and followed over time by laboratory staff.

Sections IV–VIII, strictly related to slide preparation, staining, microscope, maintenance, and slide reading/reporting, respectively, showed constant increase with the AFBScore for all three sections over time. The same procedure for smears preparation and staining at all sites was observed for AFB microscopy, unlike malaria microscopy, which was subjected to site-specific variations, such as lack of refresher trainings. These issues were addressed by introducing and implementing SOPs between quarters 3 and 4 and providing and displaying the WHO malaria staining procedure poster in the staining area in quarter 5. The fact that minimal issues related to microscope functionality were found was very positive. This result minimizes the risk of instrument-related errors for other microscope-based tests, such as parasitological examinations, blood smears, gram stain, and urine analysis, available at the laboratories.

The other major areas of improvement were related to the integration of properly documented quality procedures into the routine daily activities of the laboratory. This section showed discordant outcomes between the two procedures, with an overall poorer performance compared with other sections. The increase of MalScore between quarters 4 and 5 was
because of the introduction of laboratory forms for reagent shelf life and quality. A similar increase was obtained for AFBScore in quarter 2 because of the introduction of laboratory forms for reagents preparation/troubleshooting staining solutions problems, troubleshooting microscope problems, and reagent shelf life and quality.

The scores for section XI (quality control for both malaria and AFB microscopy) were the lowest but showed a significant improvement at the end of quarter 4 because of the introduction of a standardized procedure for malaria and AFB slides staining and AFB quantification. The major reasons for the lower performance of the quality control section were lack of EQA programs for malaria and AFB microscopy at HC level and the high turnaround time for feedback from the EQA provider. The only site participating in and receiving feedback on AFB and malaria microscopy EQA schemes was the laboratory at the hospital level. This aspect was tackled by EHNRI by building the capacity of Regional Laboratories (Strategic Objective 3 of the National Master Plan) and working closely with President’s Malaria Initiative (PMI) and university partners.

CONCLUSIONS

The LQITs used for CQI in the approach described above targeted light microscopy-based tests that, at the level of health facilities supported by this intervention, still remain the gold standard for both malaria and TB diagnosis as per FMOH guidelines. The questions were designed using international guidelines and laboratory standards to be used across the seven different countries where IHV-UMSOM currently supports HIV care and treatment programs. The adoption of these standards for CQI in the context of the Ethiopian laboratory settings proved to be efficient, with an overall improvement over time in all 12 sections for both total testing processes. This study was the first study where a CQI approach was used to strengthen the quality of malaria and AFB microscopy services at primary-level laboratories in Ethiopia. All the health facilities where the CQI approach was applied had shown commitment to improve the quality of their operations over time. None of the laboratories decreased their score over time for the duration of the project, resulting in maintenance of quality standards at primary-level medical laboratories.

The use of the LQITs represented a valid approach for integrating CQI activities in the laboratory system, with the overall goal of reaching and maintaining high-quality total testing process for malaria and acid-fast AFB microscopy at primary-level health facilities in Ethiopia. Future interventions, aimed at evaluating long-term impact and the frequency that LQITs have to be used to maintain quality TB and malaria diagnostic services, are highly needed. A similar approach to malaria rapid diagnostic test is recommended to improve quality at health posts level, where the majority of malaria laboratory diagnoses is performed. Also, regional laboratories in the country would sustain the work and evaluate the CQI approach at a larger health facility level in different settings.
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